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Investigation of nighttime motor vehicle collisions represents one of the most challenging aspects of 

collision reconstruction.  Nighttime collisions with motorcycles, pedestrians, cyclists, skateboarders, or 

wildlife will often require the investigator to assess the visibility of the struck object from the driver 

perspective at the time of the collision.  Since lighting conditions, weather conditions and traffic conditions 

are continually changing, the ability of the investigator to create a perfect re-enactment is, by definition, not 

usually possible.  As such, the investigator must make use of nighttime visibility assessment techniques to 

best reproduce the conditions at the time and correctly account for all other factors that are not in the 

investigator’s control.  The goal of this panel discussion session is to share the combined experience and 

knowledge of the panelists with the audience regarding the tried-and-tested best practice techniques and 

tips of conducting nighttime collision re-enactments. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Investigation of nighttime motor vehicle collisions 

represents one of the most challenging aspects of collision 

reconstruction (Lam et al., 2016).  Nighttime collisions with 

motorcycles, pedestrians, cyclists, skateboarders, or wildlife 

will often require the investigator to assess the visibility of the 

struck object from the driver perspective at the time of the 

collision (Young et al., 2009).  Being able to detect 

pedestrians or other hazards on the road at night in a timely 

manner is a critical factor in collision avoidance (Hankey et 

al., 2005).   

Since lighting conditions, weather conditions and traffic 

conditions are continually changing, the ability of the 

investigator to create a perfect re-enactment is, by definition, 

not usually possible.  As such, the investigator must make use 

of nighttime visibility assessment techniques to best reproduce 

the conditions at the time, within reason, and correctly account 

for all other factors that are not in the investigator’s control 

(Suway et al., 2016).   

 Nighttime collisions account for a disproportionately 

high number of collisions (Owens et al., 1996; NHTSA, 2009; 

Transport Canada, 2011 & 2015).  In order for a collision 

investigator to assess driver avoidance opportunities for a 

nighttime collision, there must be reliable evidence regarding 

the lighting conditions at the time (Lam et al., 2016).  For 

dawn or dusk collisions, there must also be reliable evidence 

regarding the basic weather conditions, since the weather 

conditions affect the ambient illumination (Darula and Kittler, 

2001; Lam et al., 2016).    

The goal of this panel discussion session is to share the 

combined experience and knowledge of the panelists with the 

audience regarding the tried-and-tested best practice 

techniques and tips of conducting nighttime collision re-

enactments.   

The sample questions that will be addressed by the 

panelists, both in the presentation sessions and the audience 

question session, will include the following topics: 

 What is the minimum equipment necessary to 

conduct nighttime re-enactments? 

 What is the maximum difference allowable in 

lighting conditions between the ‘exemplar’ re-

enactment scene and the time of the collision? 

 How does one account for differences in moon 

lighting or changes in street lighting? 

 How does one account for differences in headlights 

between the test vehicle and the collision vehicle? 

 What tips and techniques can be used to reliably 

account for differences between the re-enactment 

and the collision conditions?  

 Are there any types of differences in site conditions 

that must be avoided in conducting a nighttime re-

enactment? 

 What is the maximum difference allowable in 

clothing between the ‘exemplar’ target being viewed 

and the struck pedestrian? 

 How can the expert ensure that the judge/jury is 

viewing the demonstrative results with the correct 

perspective/size? 

 Does one need to control the time of viewing 

exposure that the judge/jury is allowed to view the 

demonstrative results during first viewing? 

 What are the advantages and disadvantages of 

nighttime videography vs. photography? 

 Do you need to take illuminance or luminance 

measurements before taking nighttime photos or 

video? 

 What types of cases are best for nighttime 

videography vs. photography? 



 How does calibration of nighttime photography 

differ from nighttime videography? 

 How have the courts reacted to presentation of 

calibrated nighttime photography or videography 

evidence?   

   

PANELIST ABSTRACTS 

 

Video Calibration of Nighttime Re-enactments 

 

Jason Young 

Advantage Forensics Inc. 

 

 Numerous studies have shown that pedestrians generally 

tend to overestimate their own conspicuity at night, despite the 

fact that they may be very difficult to see from the driver 

perspective (Whetsel et al., 2011; Tyrrell et al., 2004; Allen et 

al., 1970).  This apparent paradox can be referred to as the 

‘Dilemma of the Invisible Pedestrian’ and is a common theme 

when investigating nighttime pedestrian collisions.   

As a specialist in nighttime pedestrian collisions, one of 

the most difficult challenges after re-creating the correct scene 

conditions is capturing and bringing that ‘scene evidence’ to 

the trier of fact in an accurate and objective manner through 

demonstrative evidence.  

One of the practical tools available to the collision 

reconstructionist to accomplish this task is calibrated 

nighttime videography.  By virtue of its nature, videography 

evidence is dynamic and time-dependent, showing the scene 

re-enactment and the pedestrian targets from a moving 

perspective.  This unique feature of videography allows for a 

much more meaningful and effective presentation of the re-

enactment than still photograph evidence, so long as the video 

is properly calibrated to the same extent that comparative 

nighttime photos would be calibrated.   

 In this session, I will be providing insights into 

successful techniques and tips for conducting a calibrated 

video re-enactment of a nighttime scene, as well as discussing 

some of the advantages and disadvantages of nighttime video 

calibration versus photo calibration.   

One of the important considerations that can make a 

particular nighttime re-enactment more suited for nighttime 

videography is safety considerations.  Nighttime videography 

is typically shot from inside a moving test vehicle during 

choreographed test runs.  For cases where the driver 

perspective is required from the passing lane, or on a busy 

road or intersection, it is often difficult or unfeasible to safely 

obtain nighttime photography from that perspective without 

Police assistance and traffic control.  With nighttime 

videography, there is usually no need for Police assistance or 

traffic control, as there is no need for a stationary vehicle in 

active lanes of traffic.   

The difficulties of calibrated nighttime videography 

include choreography of the moving test subject with the 

moving test observer, as well as safety considerations for the 

test subject, both of which can be overcome with advanced 

planning and repeated test runs.  

 

 

Photography Calibration of Nighttime Scenes 

 

Jeffrey W. Muttart 

Crash Safety Research 

 

Conducting a nighttime collision re-enactment is one of 

the most challenging tasks that a human factors collision 

reconstruction expert can face.  While the Court only requires 

the photographs or images to be fair and accurate, there are a 

number of factors that must be considered. These factors 

include the site and many of the factors included within the 

acronym CAPLETS (Contrast, Anticipation, Pattern, Lighting, 

Eccentricity, Time of exposure, Size):  

1. Safety concerns  

2. Exemplar target: Using a target with similar contrasts 

as the struck object (Contrast) (Holohan, 1989)  

3. Exemplar crash site: Using a roadway and scene that 

have similar lighting conditions and surface 

conditions (Contrast, Lighting, Pattern) 

4. Exemplar vehicle: Obtaining a vehicle with a similar 

headlight (Lighting)  

5. Information content: Accounting for the information 

content differences between drivers and post-impact 

observers (Anticipation, Pattern, Lighting, Time of 

exposure, Size) 

Safety concerns: According to Federal Regulation 23 

CFR 634, and ANSI 107-2010, crash investigators should be 

wearing a Class 2 safety vest on roads with traffic speeds 

exceeding 25 mph, and a Class 3 safety vest on roads with a 

speed limit exceeding 50 mph.  These vests have a 360-degree 

horizontal retro-reflective stripe and vertical stripes. There 

must be more than 201 square inches of retro-reflective 

materials.  A Class 3 vest also has a retro-reflective stripe on 

arms or legs and exceeds 310 square inches of retro-reflective 

materials.  During this panel discussion, I hope to generate 

discussion regarding the minimum warnings and markings 

necessary for safely documenting a crash site at night. 

Exemplar target: An exemplar target, whether a 

surrogate vehicle, pedestrian, or contrast gradient panel, 

should be placed at the site.  At times, a pedestrian target or 

gradient panel on a subjectively ‘bright’ road may remain 

unrecognized.  Yet, on other occasions, a pedestrian or 

gradient panel could be easily recognizable on a subjectively 

‘dark’ road.  Ayers and Kubose (2015) suggest that a contrast 

with small and large spheres, or various shades, should be 

used.  Depending upon the target and environment, nighttime 

pedestrian and unlit vehicle recognition distances have ranged 

from zero to 400 feet (120 m) (Muttart, Bartlett, et al., 2013).  

In our testing, we have found that the small spheres in the 

Ayers chart cannot be discriminated at distances much greater 

than 100 ft (30 m).  However, a chart with larger targets with 

both low and high reflectance allowed observers to 

discriminate the direction that a character on the contrast panel 

was facing for longer observation distances with adequate 

lighting.  During this panel discussion, I hope to generate 

further discussion regarding the minimum requirements for 

exemplar targets (pedestrian, vehicle, or contrast panel). 

Exemplar crash site:  The more unique the crash 

location, the more difficulty there will be to find or utilize an 



appropriate offsite ‘surrogate’ location.  For instance, suppose 

the investigator is attempting to document how a dark car with 

only one illuminated taillight appears in the presence of 

several lights in the background.  The question becomes how 

an observer might be able to discriminate the one taillight 

from the other background lights.  Thus, the replication of the 

specific arrangement of the background lights in such a case 

becomes vital.  However, when investigating a crash that 

occurred on an unlit road without stray lights that mask the 

view of the target, then a similarly unlit surrogate location 

may be utilized without complication.  During this panel 

discussion, we will stimulate further discussion regarding the 

use of off-site surrogate locations for nighttime site exams. 

Exemplar (subject driver) vehicle: A similar vehicle 

might be defined as the headlight of a vehicle from a similar 

model year.  However, several studies have shown that 

improvements in headlight illumination resulted in much 

smaller improvements in recognition.  Thus, there is a 

tolerance level in this factor before the perceptions of an 

observer would be significantly altered from a collision 

reconstruction perspective.  Similarly, small differences in 

headlight type did not cause significant changes in recognition 

when the headlight differences were within one bulb type of 

the subject crash vehicle.  For instance, if the crash vehicle 

was a 2006 model with 9006 headlight bulbs, a 2003 through 

2009 vehicle with 9003, 9004, H7, or H11 headlights have 

statistically similar headlight outputs (Muttart, Bartlett, et al., 

2013).  Another consideration in vehicle usage for nighttime 

site exams is to make sure that the vehicle is running at all 

times when observations are being made, if applicable.  When 

the vehicle engine is off, voltage to the headlights decreases, 

as does the headlight output.  During this panel discussion, I 

will be addressing minimum requirements for exemplar 

vehicle use in nighttime site exams, including headlight type, 

headlight height, and other relevant vehicle attributes. 

Information content: One of the difficult issues in any 

nighttime collision investigation is that post-impact observers 

have much more information than do drivers (hindsight bias).  

A way to limit the information is to control the information 

content.  The information content can be addressed with 

exposure time (allowing the photograph to be shown for only 

a short time), or by limiting the size of the photograph.  For 

example, imagine that you are viewing two photographs.  Both 

photographs depict a darkly clothed pedestrian from 100 ft 

away (30 m).  The photograph to your left is large, bright, and 

laying stationary on a desk.  The photograph to your right is 

printed darker, is much smaller, and falls off the desk after you 

made one glance.  Clearly, the observer will gain more 

information from the photograph on the left.  Our goal as 

forensic investigators is to create a fair and accurate depiction 

of what was seen.  To create a fair and accurate photograph (or 

video), the time of exposure, the lighting of the photograph, 

and the size of the photograph must be controlled or 

addressed.     

When drivers travel down a road at night, they make 

periodic glances throughout the visual field.  During each 

glance, the driver may or may not recognize the hazard present 

in that area.  If the hazard is not recognized during that glance, 

the process is repeated at subsequently closer distances until 

the hazard is either recognized or struck.  Observers will 

experience a similar limited snapshot experience when the 

images are displayed for shorter times.  Observers gain 

information during the fixation, and gain nearly no 

information between fixations (the saccade).  Shorter 

photographic observation time limits the information content, 

and information content is a measure of expectancy (Muttart, 

Dinakar, Suway, Kuzel, et al., 2017).  For instance, when 

closing on a slower moving vehicle ahead, drivers made one 

and sometimes two fixations of that vehicle each second (Lee, 

Olsen, & Wierwille, 2004).  Thus, drivers gained information 

from one or two fixations (snapshots) each second.  The 

reconstructionist can control the information content 

(expectancy) when he or she shows the court the hazard for no 

more than one second, showing the photograph at the proper 

perspective with camera settings that best document the 

lighting and contrast of the target with its background.     

In this session, I will be providing insights into 

successfully planning and conducting a nighttime collision re-

enactment, based on years of experimentation, testing, and 

established research.  The focus will be on acceptable methods 

to adequately show the Court how the crash site appears, or 

how an obstacle would appear to the average, alert and 

attentive driver.  While conditions may not be perfectly 

duplicated and we do not know what the driver actually 

perceived (other than what he or she stated), we can produce 

fair and accurate images that shows what can be seen under 

similar circumstances.         

 

Demonstrative Evidence for Nighttime Collision Trials 

 

Jeff Suway 

Biomechanical Research & Testing 

 

In order to introduce demonstrative evidence at trial for a 

nighttime collision or incident, that evidence must be properly 

documented at the time of recording and properly presented to 

the judge or jury (Suway et al., 2016).  For forensic nighttime 

photography and videography in particular, it is crucial to 

scientifically document the method used for gathering 

evidence to keep the results and analysis as objective and 

quantitative as possible. 

This process starts with having an adequate camera to 

appropriately capture the available light.  A camera with 

manual adjustable settings, a large physical sensor, high ISO 

capabilities and a lens with low F-stop that is non-distorting is 

preferred.  When picking a camera sensor, besides the ISO 

capabilities, the user should be aware of the number of pixels 

that the sensor has as well as the physical size of the sensor 

(pixel density).  The larger the sensor is physically and the 

fewer total number of pixels there are (less pixel density) the 

larger the individual pixels will be and therefore more light 

will be gathered by each pixel per unit time.  When choosing 

an ISO setting it is important to understand that the higher the 

ISO the more light-sensitive the camera sensor is but also 

more noise is captured.  Noise can make images appear grainy 

and out-of-focus and is not desired.   

Similarly, using a low F-stop will allow more light into 

the camera’s sensor.  However, the lower the F-stop, the 



smaller the depth-of-field becomes.  This will result in less of 

the scene being in focus which can also be undesirable.   

The last camera setting that affects the amount of light 

captured is the shutter speed.  The longer the exposure (slower 

shutter speed) the more light is captured.  This can be 

desirable because the user can capture images with a larger F-

stop and lower ISO while still capturing an adequate amount 

of light.  However, longer exposures can require a tripod and 

the camera to be completely still.  This may not be possible 

when capturing images from a stationary vehicle because of 

the vibrations from the vehicle’s engine.  Similarly, any 

moving objects or lights in the scene will become blurred.  

Shutter speeds are bounded and cannot be too long when 

recording video based on the frame rate of capture, although 

other manually adjustable brightness settings are provided on 

some video cameras. 

Documenting the lighting condition at the scene is very 

important to be able to objectively show that your photographs 

and/or video are representative of the lighting conditions and 

visibility of objects at the scene.  Several studies have 

recommended a visual chart be displayed at the site (Ayers, 

Kubose, 2015; Holohan et al., 1989).  The chart, along with 

notes related to the observations at the site allow for 

psychophysical validation (Ayers, 1996).   Psychophysical 

validation entails matching site observations with final 

depiction.  Ayers and Kubose (2015) describe a precise chart 

and reflectance of the chart and recommend 8 contrasts and 3 

sizes of targets in the chart. 

Another method is to compare the contrast of the subject 

objects, as measured at the scene, with the contrast of the same 

objects as depicted in the photographs or video (Suway et al., 

2016).  This requires measuring and documenting the 

luminance at of the relevant objects at the scene.  Luminance 

can be captured with a luminance meter such as the Konica 

Minolta LS-100 or can be estimated with a digital still camera 

or video camera (Suway and Suway, 2017). 

Retro-reflective material creates interesting challenges 

for investigators.  This material is designed to reflect light 

back towards the light source.  Therefore, it is very important 

to understand all angles involved and account for these angles 

appropriately when taking any light measurement or 

conducting any visibility or conspicuity analysis involving 

retro-reflective materials (Suway et al., 2015).  Since retro-

reflective material is designed to reflect light back towards the 

light source, it is very important to ensure that all vehicles, 

light sources and observers are positioned accurately in the 

scene (Suway et al., 2015).  Without proper positioning, the 

luminance of the retro-reflective materials and therefore the 

visibility of the objects will not be accurate. 

In this session, I will be providing insights into some of 

the techniques that are available to objectively document the 

lighting conditions at the scene and the calibration method, as 

well as planning techniques that are available to best present 

that evidence to the judge or jury at the objectively correct 

contrast, size and distance for the case at hand.  The session 

will build on the concepts presented previously and address 

additional techniques for documenting a nighttime scene with 

light measurements, photographs and video.  Additionally, I 

will be discussing the minimum equipment required to record 

those measurements in such cases.  I will also be addressing 

how to take light measurements to ensure a fair assessment of 

the lighting conditions, especially when retro-reflective 

material is involved.  
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retro-reflective materials, nighttime photo/video calibration, 
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